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COVER:
This month’s masthead celebrates the upcoming season
of car shows, classic car sales and cruise nights as
depicted by a selection of Hot Wheels vehicles
Information regarding the cover picture can be found
following the ‘Contents’ section of the newsletter.
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THIS MONTH’S COVER PICTURE:
This month our cover shows several Hot Wheels cars that
can, perhaps arguably, be considered ‘rare’. Above the
Hot Wheels graphic, clockwise from top left:

The Canadian Toy Collectors’ Society meets monthly
(usually the 2nd Friday) at 6pm in the Burnhamthorpe
Collegiate, 500 The East Mall, Etobicoke (Toronto),
Ontario. Meeting dates and associated display themes
are listed on our website at: www.ctcs.org/met_dat.htm.
Visitors are always welcome.

1970 Red Baron with White Interior:

CTCS Website: www.ctcs.org

Inspired by the German World War I fighter pilot Manfred
von Richthofen (better known as the Red Baron) and
produced as a prototype designed to look somewhat like
a World War I era fighter plane in many ways, this Hot
Wheels car, (with white interior and no marking decal on
the helmet), was never widely sold. In fact. fewer than
10 of the 1970 Red Baron with white interior are known
to exist while its black interior counterpart is still readily
found today;

Virtual Toy Museum: www.ctcs.on.ca/vtm/

1970 Ed Shaver Custom AMX:

CTCS Mailing Address: 91 Rylander Blvd, Unit 7, Suite 245
Scarborough, ON, Canada M1B 5M5

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/CanadianToy-Collectors-Society-468 396576552495/
CTCS MAGAZINE: The ‘Canadian Toy Collector’ is
published bi-annually as a full colour magazine and
distributed electronically to all members.
CTCS NEWSLETTER: is published a minimum of 10 times
per year. A coloured version is sent to all active members
as an Adobe .pdf file. Members without e-mail can
arrange to have a black and white hard copy version sent
by snail mail.
Editor: Des Barnes
Photography: Des Barnes
Post Processing: Ashley McBeth

This model, issued in 1969 was exclusively available in the
United Kingdom as part of the “Exclusive Racing Car
Series” and only produced in blue.
What makes the model valuable is the Ed Shaver stickers.
Shaver was an American serviceman based in the UK and
Mattel (who, of course, makes Hot Wheels) sponsored his
drag racing career.
Some of these Hot Wheels cars were passed out at race
tracks where Shaver raced the real car in the U.K. and
were also distributed as part of a cereal box mail-in
promotion and by sending in Proof-of-Purchase points
from the backs of U.K. Hot Wheels car cards;

1968 Red Cheetah:
There were only a handful of red 'Cheetah' Hot Wheels
cars ever made. The name 'Cheetah' was already taken by
GM Executive Bill Thomas and the Corvette 'Cobra Killer'
race car, so Hot Wheels dropped the 'Cheetah' name
shortly after the initial 1968 release and renamed it the
'Python';

Under the functional hood, the engine showcases
additional micro pave-set white and black diamonds. The
One of the "Original 16" Hot Wheels cars, the 1968
Hot Wheels flame logo, found on the underbelly of the
Beatnik Bandit is highly sought after by collectors.
Inspired by the Beatnik Bandit concept car designed by Ed car, is lined with white and black diamonds while red
rubies are set as the tail lights, and a combination of
Roth for Rod & Custom magazine in 1961, it features a
joystick in place of a steering wheel and a bubble over the black diamonds and red enamel create the "red line"
tires.
driver's seat;
The car is housed in a custom-made case that contains 40
individual white diamonds on the inside of the lid,
1968 Custom Volkswagen without Sunroof:
signifying each year in the then 40 year legacy of Hot
This car came in blue or aqua and was made in 'Hong
Wheels. (see last page for picture)
Kong' and was only sold in Germany and the United
Kingdom. It is different than common Hot Wheels
1974 Blue Rodger Dodger:
Volkswagen models and as a result parts aren’t
interchangeable with the American version of the vehicle; This Hot Wheels car is rare because only seven blue ones
were made as an exclusive UK issue and produced in the
mid-1970s. Of the seven cars, only three were in full-card
1977 Gold GMC Motorhome:
packages while the other four were in perfectly cut half
Released in 1978 as part of the Flying Colors series,
packs.

1968 Beatnik Bandit:

the GMC Motorhome was designed by Bob Rosas
and Larry Wood. It first debuted in the Truckin'
Machines 6-pack. Rosas had contacted GMC with a
request for the build and GMC agreed to send over
the blueprints if they got 30 gold versions in return.
These thirty gold versions were given to GM
executives and sales representatives. They are
extremely rare and are usually found from personal
collections of GM employees when they do come on
the market. One should be cognisant that this
vehicle is manufactured entirely from gold chrome,
but given its rarity, and some people's desire to 'turn
a buck', a reproduction gold plated version has
recently been reported for sale on eBay;
2008 40th Anniversary Diamond-Encrusted Otto 2:
This one-of-a-kind Hot Wheels car, produced for Hot
Wheels 40th anniversary is the most expensive Hot
Wheels car ever made. The car was designed by
Mattel illustrator, Otto Kuhni, and was intended for use
on the original Hot Wheels® packaging in the late 1960s.
In recognition of Kuhni’s design work, and since it is his
vision of a combination of all the muscle cars seen on the
streets at that time, the car is affectionately called the
‘Otto.’
The car itself was produced by Jason Arasheben of the
jewellery store ‘ Jason of Beverly Hills’ and is cast in 18karat white gold with the majority of the vehicle
encrusted with micro pave-set brilliant blue diamonds,
mimicking the Hot Wheels Spectraflame blue paint.

1969 Pink Rear-Loading Volkswagen Beach Bomb:
This rear-loading version of the 1969 Volkswagen Beach
Bomb model is a prototype and reportedly a one of a kind
design where miniature surfboards load through the rear
of the vehicle. Other, common, versions of the car had
pods on each side for mounting the surfboards.
1970 Mighty Maverick with the “Mad Maverick” Base:
This Hot Wheels car owes its value to a re-branding that
happened right after it was released. The car is rare
simply because of the word ‘Mad’ in its original name.
Unfortunately (or fortunately if you collect rare Hot
Wheels), the Topper Co., a major competitor of Hot
Wheels and producer of Johnny Lightning cars, had come
out with its own “Mad Maverick” car. Mattel quickly
changed the name and repackaged the car as ‘Mighty
Maverick’ but a handful of cars were shipped out as
Mighty Mavericks but with the words “Mad Maverick”
still engraved on the baseplate.
As of now, only five Mad Mavericks are known to exist –
two in blue, one in purple and one unassembled with no
assigned color.
Below the Hot Wheels Graphic from left to right:
1971 Purple Olds 442 in original blister pack:
The color purple is what makes this model valuable.
Some of the Olds 442 models from the Redline series
come in magenta (a pinkish purple) but only 15 of the
1971 Purple Oldsmobile 442 cars exist in
mint/carded condition;

1995 Collector Number 271 Funny Car in authentic blister
pack: Only 12 of this model were reportedly ever made
due to the way the cards were printed 12 to a sheet,
making it perhaps the rarest Hot Wheels produced in the
1990s. This Funny Car was released on a blue card with the
white ‘271’ collector’s number printed on it.
Currently only six of the 1995 Collector Number 271 Funny
Cars have been found and you will need the marked
package to prove authenticity. Note: it isn't just the
package front that is important, but also details of the card
back. (These differences are withheld to prevent
unscrupulous reproduction).

with others of similar interests.
Along with his wife Julia, and often his son Scott,
George was a regular participant at the CTCS
sponsored 'Canada's Greatest Collectors Toy Show
and Sale until such time that health issues prevented
his attendance.
Our sincere condolences to his wife Julia, son Scott
and his wife Amanda, daughters Kelly and Robyn and
her husband David, grandchildren Isabella, Jack,
Cameron, Ryan and Addison as well as his brother
Peter and his family.

1968 White Enamel Camaro in original blister pack:
Part of the "Original 16" Hot Wheels cars, the 1968 white
enamel Camaro is purported to be the first Hot Wheels car
ever produced, and can rarely be found loose, much less in
a blister pack.
Today the Camaro is available in over 20 different colors,
none of which command collector excitement like the
white enamel one.

In Memoriam:
It is with great sadness that we
share the news that Mini Grid
founder George Maxwell passed
away peacefully in the early hours of Thursday, May
24th after a long and courageous battle with
Alzheimer’s. George was in his 80th year.
The creator of the model automobile and motorsport
business Mini-Grid, first in the basement of his Pebble
Hill home in Scarborough, then on Hwy. #7 in
Unionville and finally on Mount Pleasant Road in
Toronto, George was always ready to discuss the
latest trends and information regarding the then
flourishing die-cast model industry as well as
motoring books, videos, art, slot cars and even, for a
time, heavy equipment and transportation vehicles.
A strong supporter of C.T.C.S. and the CTCS Brooklin
Model, George was always ready to share his
enthusiasm for motorsports and the model car hobby

2018 Board of Directors and Officers:
Election of Directors took place at the May meeting
and the following were elected by acclamation for a 2
year term: Graham Blair, Tony Reich and Bill Pollock.
Remaining on the Board were: Gary Fry, Roger Pride,
Larry Stricker and David Tozer.
The Board of Directors held a telephone conference
meeting on May 24, 2018 at which time they elected the
Officers of the Society.
2017-18 Officers:
President:
Tony Reich
Vice President: Bill Pollock
Treasurer:
Roger Pride
Recording Secretary:
Gary Fry
Membership Secretary: Gary Fry
Directors at Large:

Past President:

Graham Blair
Larry Stricker
David Tozer

Upcoming Meetings & Display Themes:
Sunday July 15, 2018 – Annual CTCS Boot Sale & BBQ
Sept 2018 date TBA

display theme: Motorcycles

Oct 2018 date TBA

display theme: Corvettes

Nov 2018 date TBA

display theme: Plastic Cars & Trucks

Dec 2018 date TBA

display theme: Britains

Graham Blair

2018 Annual CTCS Boot Sale & BBQ:
This annual event will be held on Sunday July 15h at the
farm of Larry and Brenda Stricker starting at 1 pm. Dinner
at 5 pm
Please confirm your attendance and what you will bring for
Graham Blair brought this display of mint/carded Hot
the pot luck dinner to 905-648-2507 or
Wheels and some loose Zowees which were 70s era Shell
bstricker50@gmail.com
Gas promotions you got for filling your car with a given
amount of gas.

FROM THE EDITORS DESK:
June 50/50 Draw:

This month’s 50/50 draw was won by member Gerry
Dumigan
2018 CTCS Toy Show:
Show Promoter Larry Stricker reports that table and booth
sales are ahead of those of previous years.
Again a reminder that table and booth locations are
assigned on a first-come (with completed dealer contract
and payment cheque) / first-served basis, so get your
materials in quickly if you want your choice of location.

Graham Blair’s display also included this boxed Mongoose
and Snake Drag Race set

A dealer contract and full show information can be found
on the CTCS website at:
www.ctcs.org/show.htm

JULY MEETING DISPLAYS:
We had six nice displays for the theme of ‘Rare Hot
Wheels’. All entrants are also automatically entered in the
2018 year long display competition. Here are some
pictures of the displays. Enjoy!

A closer look at some of the Zowees in Graham Blair’s
display (front row). Also shown are a ‘Super Chrome’ series
blister pac (made in Canada) and some Premium series
blister pacs (made in India)

A closer look at some of Michael Meik’s Hot Wheels
“Legends’ sets which came with pairs of 1/24th and 1/64th
cars. Shown here are the three ‘Drag Strip Demons’

Graham Blair’s display also included this blister pack Hot
Shots racer

Michael Meik
These two ‘Legends’ car sets are ‘Twin Mill’ (green) and
’Cadzilla’, both of which demonstrate the moveable parts
on the 1/24th scale cars.

Michael Meik’s display consisted of many items available
only throught the Hot Wheels Club including the 30 car
‘Larrys Garage’ set below

A look at a lovely boxed set of 10 Hot Wheels that was
part of Michael Meik’s display

a close look at the ‘Red Baron’, ‘Beatnik Bandit’, and
‘Python’ with their collector buttons that were in Gerry
Dumigan’s display

Michael Meik’s display included these Hot Wheels cars with
display boards that lit up (see bottom car) when a switch
was activated

Gerry Dumigan

A better look at Gerry Dumigan’s ‘Custom Eldorado’,
‘Custom Firebird’, and ‘Custom Volkswagon (with sunroof)
and their collector buttons

This collection of Redline Hot Wheels and period catalogs
formed Gerry Dumigan’s display
The ‘Custom Mustang’, ‘Custom Barracuda’, ‘Custom
Camara’, and ‘Custom T-Bird’ and their badges from Gerry
Dumigan’s display

John Shouldice

Two of the display cases in John Shouldice’s display. The
yellow one is the original first case issued.

John Shouldice entered this impressive collection of mint
and loose Hot Wheels, a collectors poster, display stand, a
book and several carrying cases as his display.

a closer look at the mint/carded cars and the collector’s
book in John Shouldice’s display

This display stand and Hot Wheels cars, which included a
McDonald’s promo (top row – left) was part of John
Shouldice’s display

More McDonald’s promotional Hot Wheels from John
Shouldice’s display

A better look at one of the carded cars in John Shouldice’s
display

Larry Stricker’s display included this mint/carded Don
Prudholme’s ‘Snake’ Drag Racer that was issued in 1969.

This mint/boxed gold corvette issued to commemorate the
Billionth Edition Hot Wheels was part of John Shouldice’s
display

Larry Stricker

Larry Stricker’s display also included several other dragsters
including Tom ‘Mongoose’ McEwen’s funny car (red)
and his top fuel dragster (blue).

Larry Stricker entered this display of Hot Wheels
(removed from the display, and unnoticed at the time of
the photo, was a 1977 Gold GMC Motorhome which Larry
kept in a plastic bag so he could show it to those present
without getting fingerprints on the vehicle)

Ron Pickford

Ron Pickford’s display included three Hot Wheels only
available at the Petersen Automotive Museum in Los
Angeles California

Ron Pickford entered a varying selection of Hot Wheels
vehicles as his display

Ron Pickford’s display included this mint/boxed Limited
Edition So-Cal set with a 1938 Ford Truck and a 1934 Ford 5window Coupe.

The sign on Ron Pickford’s display says it all. In spite of
only having one ‘somewhat rare’ car the display was
thoroughly enjoyed by those in attendance

A close look at two of the mint/boxed Hot Wheels that
formed part of Ron Pickford’s display

Since we have some room, here are

Again in response to popularity, Mattel produced versions
for sale in various countries around the world. In Canada,
Germany and Italy they were renamed "Fun Buggies”.

SOME INTERESTING ZOWEE FACTS:
Zowees were originally produced as promotional items for
distribution at Shell Gasoline Stations. If you visited a Shell
station and pumped a given amount of gas into your car or
truck you were given a Zowee. If you pumped less that the
given amount you could purchase one for 49 cents.
There were eight original Zowees produced as Shell
promotionals.
Of course, given their popularity and the availability of
worldwide internet sales, copycat models have been
produced.

This promotional campaign was very successful and an
additional six models were manufactured which were
available at Shell gasoline stations and through retail five
and dime stores.

The latter sales increased the toys popularity and modified
versions of all fourteen were made and distributed
exclusively through stores.

These cars, similar to Zowees, are manufactured in Hong
Kong

Well it’s about time to close the cover on another issue of
the CTCS Newsletter.

Hope to see many of you at the Annual Boot Sale & BBQ
You can tell the ones given out in the Shell promotion from
on Sunday July 15th at Larry Stricker’s farm.
those sold in retail stores by the tow hitch on the back. The
modified ones had the tow hitch removed.

.

(seen here is the 40th Anniversary custom made box with 40
diamonds inside the lid.)

